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• Swedish Register Data

– All persons born 
between 1962 and 
1966.

– Children’s outcomes 
measured at ages 33-
37 years of age.

– 2,125 adopted 
children.

– Adoptive parents 
appear substantially 
better off than birth 
parents of adopted 
children.
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Protocol: Experiment 2

• Participants in the diagnostic condition were told that the study was 
concerned with "various personal factors involved in performance on 
problems requiring reading and verbal reasoning abilities.“

• In the non-diagnostic condition, the description of the study made no 
reference to verbal ability. Instead, participants were told that the 
purpose of the research was to better understand the "psychological 
factors involved in solving verbal problems.. . .”

• Test instrument: A 30-min test composed of items from the verbal 
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) that were difficult enough to 
be at the limits of most participants’ skills
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Protocol: Experiment 3
• We would like some evidence that the mechanism for lower 

performance of Blacks in the experimental condition is due to 
anxiety caused by priming. 

• Idea: After giving same instructions as prior experiments, look for 
evidence of ‘stereotype activation’ and self-doubt activation:

1. Stereotype activation – How many race-related completions:
• _ _ CE (RACE)     LA _ _ (LAZY)     _ _ _ A C K (BLACK)

2. Self-doubt activation – How many self-doubt indicate completions:
• LO _ _ _ (LOSER)     FL _ _ _ (FLUNK) _ _ _ ERIOR (INFERIOR)

3. Stereotype avoidance:
• Rate your enjoyment of a set of activities (jazz, rap music, classical 

music), (baseball, basketball, boxing)
• Do Blacks avoid identifying with stereotypes in the diagnostic 

treatment?
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Study 4

• Prior experiments manipulated potential anxiety levels, but these 
manipulations were not necessarily directly tied to race. 

• Is race the key factor?

• Format:

– Same GRE test as Study 2 above

– Race prime condition: subjects are now asked to record their race, 
gender and age prior to taking the test. That’s it. No other deliberately 
anxiety producing manipulations
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